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**The Enriquez Sisters**

**"The FORCE is with you"**

The month of March was designated to honor women in our society. The Inland Empire Hispanic News recognizes the following women (On page 1, 4 & 5) who are involved in their respective communities and the public not cognizant of their efforts in improving the quality of life or individuals.

The Enriquez sisters, Evangeline, Virginia, Olivia, Rosie, Sally, Lorraine, Sharon and Jacqueline, are products of Colton. They have provided a refreshing profile of reflecting on their traditions, which has helped propel each to personal and professional achievement.

The sisters have blended traditional values with the needs of today’s demanding workplace. They are making contributions to the business world and education and performing services in their respective communities.

The siblings were born to Mario and Rosie Enriquez. Mario, the father, came from Mexico during World War II to work as a Bracero for Pacific Railroad. Rosie was raised in Riverside. Their love story is that Mario saw Rosie climbing up on the train to replenish the steam engine with water and was smitten by her courageous derriere. The sisters chuckle when the story is retold but they all claim it is true.

Like so many Latina women, the Enriquez’ girls were raised to be senoritas, get husbands and have babies. The daily routine was to divide household chores amongst the sisters, which had to be done before they could play as children. “There was a pecking order,” Sally says. “The routine taught us to be hardworking, responsible, respectful, and tenacious.”

Mario’s strong sense of pride in being both Mexican and American taught us to appreciate the American political system and we were raised on KCAL-AM, Mexican music and La Opinion,” said Eva Miranda, the eldest of the sisters. “He was a typical authoritarian father who set strict codes of conduct and serious consequences for violations.”

**Continued on page 5**

---

**Captain Richard Gonzales of L.A. Hollenbeck Station named Chief of Police for the City of Corona**

Captain Richard Gonzales, former Commanding Officer - Hollenbeck Area Station-Los Angeles Police Department, was appointed as the new chief of police by City Manager Bill Workman for the City of Corona. Workman said that in addition to his command experience, Gonzales comes to the City of Corona with special expertise in police training, community relations, patrol and detective work.

“The city was seeking a new police chief who would be a visible leader, skilful communicator, active team builder, energetic leader and experienced professional. Richard Gonzales has all the skills and experience to be an outstanding police chief and leader in this community. I look forward to Gonzales successfully guiding the police department into the next century,” said Workman.

Gonzales was selected from a field of 50 candidates from across the country for the position recently held by retiring Police Chief John Clegborn.

The 26 year law enforcement veteran has a BA in Criminal Justice and MA in Public Administration, a gradu-
Mayor Valles proposes "One-Stop" service for planning, building and development
San Bernardino Mayor Judith Valles has announced plans to open the City's first "one-stop shop" for all planning, building, and development-related services. "We are taking important steps toward making City Hall more business-friendly and responsive to the needs of our community," said Mayor Valles.

The key to Valles' plans is the merger of two separate departments (Planning and Building Services, and Public Works) into a single, integrated department of Development Services. The merger will mean customers make a single point of contact for all their needs, rather than waiting in separate lines in different departments. "The single contact point will eliminate a lot of confusion and help speed up the process," said Mike Hays, Director of Planning and Building Services, who is also the Acting Director of Public Works.

"The one-stop shop concept makes sense for customerservice and it makes sense for the budget," said Mayor Valles. The changes, which are proposed to begin July 1, still need formal City Council approval.
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Guest Opinion

Social Security: The Burden of Latino Youth?

By John Gamboa, Executive Director, Greenlining Institute, and Alfredo Gonzales, Program Manager, Latino Issues Forum

America's young and California's Latino youth in particular, may have found a unique champion in an unexpected comer — Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan. Both Greenspan and Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott have called for modifying the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which experts believe overstates inflation. Strange bedfellows as they may seem, their proposal is crucial to the welfare of California's Latino youth. Because of the large and young Latino population, California is much more vulnerable to even minor adjustments in Social Security. A lower CPI helps to stabilize Social Security and could give Latino youth a reasonable chance of receiving the benefits to which they are entitled.

As issue is the fact that the eleven million working Latinos nationwide, who help subsidize today's retirees, most of whom are white, may not have the same benefits when they reach retirement. By the year 2030, the youngest Baby Boomers, who will be mostly white, will start collecting their monthly check. More than 45 percent of Americans between 18 and 45 will be non-whites and over half in California will be Latino. And, there will only be two workers supporting each retiree compared to 3.2 in 1996. According to many demographers, a majority of those workers in California will be young Latinos.

To keep the current system solvent in this new America, experts estimate that the payroll tax would have to be raised another two to five percent and the retirement age raised another five years or more, by 2030. Such a tax could be the hair that broke the camel's back for Latino workers, who earn an average-two-thirds that of whites, and are half as likely to be employed as managers or professionals. This burden is likely to be unsupported and could end in a revolt by our grandchildren.

Fixing the CPI could be a positive first step out of this financial morass. According to the Social Security Advisory Council, 14% of Social Security's long-term deficit would disappear if we shave off a mere one fifth of one percent from the CPI. A lower CPI, coupled with government-controlled investment of the trust fund in the stock market, could make Social Security sustainable.

"A reasonable tax burden frees up more disposable income for future Latino youth to save and invest, and encourages them to support the system rather than revolt against it."

An examination of other changes under consideration underscores why modifying the CPI may be one of the best options for workers under forty-five. Consider what could happen if we index the retirement age to life expectancy. Under the Council's plan, the eligible age will reach 67 in 2011 and 70 by 2030. This would make a significant hardship for CEOs and law professors, but is sure to be a back-breaker for farmworkers and blue-collar workers. Imagine having to toil physically at the age of 70 even after a hard year on an assembly line or as a farmworker. Moreover, the current five years in the next three years of farmworkers is approximately sixty years. A higher retirement age will exclude virtually all from eligibility, since they will not live long enough to collect their hard-earned wages. Modifying the CPI, by spreading the burden between present and future generations, is far more palatable than the lower CPI death toll, a temporary downside for communities of color.

Certain entitlement benefits such as welfare will be lower. However, given the decreasing significance of welfare in alleviating poverty, this impact may be limited. Policymakers must look for other ways to protect low-income workers, such as increasing the Earned Income Tax Credit, expanding the food stamp program, and raising the minimum wage.

Over the long run, a stable Social Security system is sure to warrant modest sacrifices. The confidence of the people paying into the system, after all, is indispensable to its survival. A reasonable tax burden frees up more disposable income for future Latino youth to save and invest, and encourages them to support the system rather than revolt against it.

Americans need more than advocacy to make the current system work for all generations are included in the debate. Given the diversity of interests, it would be more effective to bring in people of all ages, colors and income levels to represent those without who hard work America will not be able to represent.

It is a historical opportunity for grandchildren and grandparents to collaborate and find a lasting solution to the Social Security dilemma. A precise and fair CPI is a decisive first step to stabilize Social Security. Failure to secure it would impose an unfair financial burden on the grandchildren of present recipients — one they could always choose to discard. Grandchildren and Grandparents should not be competitors, the choice is up to us.

MAYOR VALLES DISCUSSES BUSINESS/EDUCATION LINKS

The news of San Bernardino Mayor Judith Valles regarding business and education will be explored with leaders from both fields on April 8 at Cal State, San Bernardino in an Executive Briefing presented by the university's Business Partners.

The breakfast program begins at 7 a.m. in Cal State's Student Union Events Center. The event is sponsored by the School of Business and Public Administration at Cal State, the San Bernardino Area Chamber of Commerce, GTE California, Southern California Edison, The Gas Company, Pacific Bell, and The Inland Empire Business Journal. Admission is $17 for the general public, $12 for Business Partners and Chamber members. More information is available from Elizabeth Fields, director of development, at (909) 880-5771.

BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional Business through Bartering

Why lay out your hard earned cash for your business expenses when you can be bartering and paying for them with the additional business we send you?

Conserve your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartering with Barter members for the goods and services from both fields on April 8 at Cal State, San Bernardino in an Executive Briefing presented by the university's Business Partners.

The event is sponsored by the School of Business and Public Administration at Cal State, the San Bernardino Area Chamber of Commerce, GTE California, Southern California Edison, The Gas Company, Pacific Bell, and The Inland Empire Business Journal. Admission is $17 for the general public, $12 for Business Partners and Chamber members. More information is available from Elizabeth Fields, director of development, at (909) 880-5771.
Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of Commerce celebrates its 42nd Year with installation of officers and awards

The Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, one of the oldest Hispanic business organizations in California, celebrated its 42nd Anniversary Installation and Awards Ceremony at the San Bernardino Hilton on Saturday, March 14, 1998, with 150 persons attending the gala event.

Keynote speaker Hector Barreto, Chairman of the Board, Latin Business Association and a successful businessperson in the Los Angeles area, gave an historical review of the Latin Business Association. "The LBA is growing immensely, in terms of enrolling large corporations and many small and medium businesses. And importantly, LBA is providing those essential services to our members that enhance their individual businesses. This business group also offers networking opportunities for members to expand their business within the inter-relational structures that has been developed throughout these many years. "The Hispanic population, according to the Census, will be the largest ethnic group in the United States by the year 2040. Currently, this group has the tremendous economic buying power of over 300 billion dollars. Concurrently, the Hispanic has the potential clout, as an organized political entity, to be able to initiate legislation or regulatory processes, nationally and state-wide, to meet the social and economic needs of this large constituency," Barreto stated.

One of the highlights of the annual event is the installation of officers for 1998-99. Installation officer, Hector Barreto, installed the new officers: David Muñoz, Jr., president, Charlie Gabriel, Treasurer, Linda Boswell, secretary, Micaela Sullivan, pro-treasurer, Jordan Grinker, pro-secretary, Graciano Gomez, historian, Steve Mintz, parliamentarian, Connie Watson, sergeant-at-arms, Gilberto Esquivel, director. Graciano Fernandez-Harman, vice-president and Fred Castro, director were unable to attend.

The IEHCC traditionally identifies citizens and organizations who have contributed to the community in different areas of interests within the past year. The following were recognized for their contributions: Latino of the Year-Marie Alonzo, Business of the Year-Redlands Federal Bank, Government Service Award-Assemblyman Joe Baca, Distinghuish Service Award-San Manuel Indian Bingo, and Education Service Award-Dr. Steven Mintz. President David Muñoz, in concluding comments, said the new board of directors were committed to upgrade the services to the membership by following the recent development of a mission statement. "We strongly feel that this broad statement will be the motivational force for us to continue, as a member-oriented business group, to provide those added services that are needed to enhance the individual businesses in our community."

The Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, originally known as the Mexican-American Chamber of Commerce, was organized in 1956 with Gregorio Gomez as its first president. Numerous businesses, located on Mount Vernon Avenue, were actively involved with the MACC. Mount Vernon Avenue was part of the national route 66, however, the demise of that well-known highway and the city's Westend business sector was due to the construction of the 215 freeway, dissecting that geographical area from the main sector of the city.

The IEHCC has gradually rebuilt its membership. And "The Hispanic has the potential clout, as an organized political entity, to be able to initiate legislation or regulatory processes, nationally and state-wide, to meet the social and economic needs of this large constituency," Barreto stated.

One of the highlights of the annual event is the installation of officers for 1998-99. Installation officer, Hector Barreto, installed the new officers: David Muñoz, Jr., president, Charlie Gabriel, Treasurer, Linda Boswell, secretary, Micaela Sullivan, pro-treasurer, Jordan Grinker, pro-secretary, Graciano Gomez, historian, Steve Mintz, parliamentarian, Connie Watson, sergeant-at-arms, Gilberto Esquivel, director. Graciano Fernandez-Harman, vice-president and Fred Castro, director were unable to attend.

The IEHCC traditionally identifies citizens and organizations who have contributed to the community in different areas of interests within the past year. The following were recognized for their contributions: Latino of the Year-Marie Alonzo, Business of the Year-Redlands Federal Bank, Government Service Award-Assemblyman Joe Baca, Distinghuish Service Award-San Manuel Indian Bingo, and Education Service Award-Dr. Steven Mintz. President David Muñoz, in concluding comments, said the new board of directors were committed to upgrade the services to the membership by following the recent development of a mission statement. "We strongly feel that this broad statement will be the motivational force for us to continue, as a member-oriented business group, to provide those added services that are needed to enhance the individual businesses in our community."

The Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, originally known as the Mexican-American Chamber of Commerce, was organized in 1956 with Gregorio Gomez as its first president. Numerous businesses, located on Mount Vernon Avenue, were actively involved with the MACC. Mount Vernon Avenue was part of the national route 66, however, the demise of that well-known highway and the city's Westend business sector was due to the construction of the 215 freeway, dissecting that geographical area from the main sector of the city.

The IEHCC has gradually rebuilt its organizational structure and service capabilities, and has a current membership of 98 corporations and businesses. The Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, originally known as the Mexican-American Chamber of Commerce, was organized in 1956 with Gregorio Gomez as its first president. Numerous businesses, located on Mount Vernon Avenue, were actively involved with the MACC. Mount Vernon Avenue was part of the national route 66, however, the demise of that well-known highway and the city's Westend business sector was due to the construction of the 215 freeway, dissecting that geographical area from the main sector of the city.

The IEHCC has gradually rebuilt its organizational structure and service capabilities, and has a current membership of 98 corporations and businesses.
Virginia Zaragoza: Making a difference

"In my position, I have developed as a professional and have fulfilled many of my personal goals. Working at the agency level gives me exceptional insights into the operations of all departments in HSA," she said.

"I was born in Lake Elsinore, being one of 11 children, and graduated from Elsinore High School. My children are daughter, Sophia, 12, and son, Gerald, 4. I enjoy spending time with my family and friends." Zaragoza is committed to the education of youth, and especially minority youth. She has been involved in the Inland Empire Youth Education and Motivational Program (YEMP) for 13 years, a program where professionals, acting as role models, visit middle schools and talk to students on career goals.

"It gives me great pleasure to see the reaction of young students when I speak to them about career goals. I feel that the YEMP is a great motivational tool for our youth to aid in the development of their own career goals," she said.

**Women of Accomplishment**

Paula Rae Espinoza - Public Administrator

Paula Rae Espinoza is the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and Housing Administrator for the City of Redlands, a highly complicated and technical position responsible for the administration of grant development for specific CDBG projects and housing-related programs.

A longtime resident of Redlands, Espinoza received a BA in Government, History and MA in Counseling, both from Cal-State, San Bernardino. Her career goals and professional experiences have been primarily concentrated on community development, employment and education.

"The review of projects for grant consideration entails a tremendous amount of time and analysis, due to Federal, State and City regulations and procedures," Espinoza said. "The related responsibilities includes assisting other departments and community-based organizations in providing technical support, demographics and other requirements, and including funding accountability, is at times, overwhelming."

According to Espinoza, the job responsibilities involve working with the public and community organizations. "We are working with the community at all times to ensure that residents are aware of the available programs in our city," she said.

First Time Home Buyer, owner-occupied rehabilitation, multiunit rehab and developer’s assistance is a sample of the housing-related programs Espinoza coordinates within her purview of responsibilities.

"I enjoy working with the public, especially because this is my home town and I have known many people for many years," she said.

In 1996, Espinoza was awarded "Manager Of The Year" for outstanding performance in her job. "This award meant a lot to me, not only because of the recognition for doing a good job, but also because I feel that I am giving a little bit back to a community that I love very much."

**Congratulation**

Women Honorees

**New "Painless Fillings"**

Micro Abrasion Dentistry
Comprehensive Family Dentistry
Children's Dental Care
Cosmetic Dentistry
Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
Dentures: Repairs & Relines
Insurance & Union Plans Welcome

Look for Our Article in this Paper
228 West Baseline, Rialto
West of Riverside Ave., North Side of Taco Bell

Patricia A. Pompa
D.D.S.

**Continued next page**
The Enriquez Sisters

"The FORCE is with you" - From page 1

The time came for each of the girls to challenge Mario's authority. This trait was shared by each sister. When Eva was eighteen she declared her independence. "I told my dad that I had been a good daughter, that I had done well in school and that I had never done anything to bring shame upon the family name," said Eva. "My dad's response was to send me packing."

Eva attended San Bernardino Valley College, UC-Santa Cruz, receiving a BA, and UC-Riverside, receiving her Ph.D. in Comparative Literature. She coauthored the book "La Chicana" with her husband, Alfredo Miranda. She currently lives in Salinas and is a curriculum coordinator for the Salinas Unified School District.

Virginia Decker is the second eldest. Her personal strength and tenacity has led her to great success as Southern Area Administrator for the Employment Department-State Disability Insurance. This level of achievement has resulted in the current administration of nine field offices into the next millennium. She is known for her professionalism and problem solving. In 1997, Virginia was awarded a Proclamation by the City of Colton, when she was recognized as the Woman of the Year by the International Association of Personnel Employment Services, a unique distinction for the first Latina to receive the award within the state system.

Olivia Garib is an administrative secretary for 15 years for TRW's BMO Missile Operations at Norton Air Force Base, until its downsizing. She retired as a Licensed Vocational Nurse for Kaiser Clinic, Redlands. Currently she is considering redirecting her goals in a new career. She is a mother of three and has two granddaughters.

The Enriquez Sisters

Rosie Enriquez declared her independence at age eighteen. She became a student activist and member of MECHA at San Bernardino Valley College during the Chicano Movement of the 70s. She completed a dual AA and certificate in the Psych Tech program, and has a 20-year tenure with the California Department of Mental Health. "I'm the first of the sisters to retire," says Rosie proudly. "Being an assertive person, I have developed a new goal to complete a B.A. Degree in Business Administration at Sonoma State University.

Sally Gonzales' career span has been from secretarial to real estate property management. This career path has developed into a specialized skill as a bank-owned property management expert. Sally holds a paralegal degree and a real estate license. She is currently responsible for coordinating Chicago Title's California Freddie Mac account. Her personal focus is raising her two sons in preparation for the real world of work.

Lorraine Enriquez graduated one year early from Colton High School and left home to reside in Los Angeles. She later returned to the area and received a B.A. in Marketing at Cal State, San Bernardino. Gonzales later worked for the Inland Empire Hispanic News. Returning to Los Angeles, she has specialized in advertising and public relations. Briefly working for Hispanic Business Magazine, Gonzales currently works at the Farmers Insurance Headquarters in Los Angeles, specializing in media relations. Sharon Campbell left high school at an early age and associated with gang members, who she interpreted as being a supportive circle of friends in her life. She later became an active born-again Christian with Victory Outreach International and has become an elder in the church group. She currently attends the school of ministry and volunteers at San Bernardino Juvenile Hall twice a week. Sharon also volunteered her time at the schools that her children attend. Taking child development courses at SBVC, she currently works at the Alfred Child Development Center. Sharon recently re-married David Campbell, the father of her two children.

Kathleen Olguin From p. 4

Advanced Digital Communications

100% SERVICIO DIGITAL PARA SU TELEFONO CELLULAR

MOTOROLA 2000 - $49.00 after $100.00 mail-in rebate
$19.95 entitles you to 30 weekday minutes and 500 FREE week-end minutes

817 W. Colton Ave., Redlands, CA 92374 (909) 798-4828
A screening for potential new members to the National Bone Marrow Donor Program is scheduled for 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Thursday, April 7, in Terrace Room D at the University of California, Riverside. The event, presented by the UCR Staff Assembly as a community service project, is open to the public.

Each year, an estimated 16,000 people in the U.S. are diagnosed with fatal blood diseases. For some patients with leukemia, aplastic anemia or other fatal blood disease, bone marrow transplants are the only effective medical treatment. The National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP) is a congressionally authorized network of donor and transplant centers. A coordinating center oversees administration of the program; including a computerized system of matching patients with volunteer donors who are not related. Potential volunteer donors can register at the April 7 screening. Potential donors, who will be briefed fully about the program, will be asked to give about 3 teaspoons of blood for tissue typing. Donors’ tissue types are entered into the program’s computerized registry for a possible future match and bone marrow donation.

There is a $38 fee to cover the cost of the initial blood test. The fee for many of those participating in the UCR screening will be waived. The American Leukemia Society has donated funds to cover the cost for 30 potential donors. And a special grant from the Department of Navy will cover the blood typing costs for 75 potential donors from underrepresented minority groups, who are also underrepresented in the NMDP registry. Because the chances of finding a match are best within a patient’s ethnic or racial group, the need for marrow matches is even greater for minority patients.

Potential donors should be between the ages of 18 and 60 and be in good health. For more information, call Walter Canizares at (909) 787-6309.
NOTICE INVITING BIDS

ADA FIRE ALARM UPGRADES
Project #EDA 95-216/98-003

Notice is hereby given that the City of San Bernardino Economic Development Agency will receive sealed bids from experienced firms to provide:

- Design/Build proposals improving, under the American Disabilities Act (ADA), an existing commercial fire alarm system at 201 North "E" Street, first and second floors. This project will utilize CDBG funding and requires adherence of the Davis bacon Act and related acts.

Interested firms may pick up a bid package with information on the pre-bid meeting/job walk and other instructions from the Economic Development Agency office for a fee of $15.00 for each additional. The last day to receive a bid package will be April 10, 1998 at 4:00 p.m.

The Agency is located:

201 North "E" Street
Third Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92401-9413
(909) 384-5081

Attn: Craig K. Murray, Development Specialist

This Notice does not commit the agency to award a contract or contracts or to pay any costs incurred in the preparation of a response to this request.

The Economic Development Agency of the City of San Bernardino is an equal opportunity employer. Minority and women owned business enterprises are encouraged to submit bids.

Repo Homes Sales
Bank Owned - HUD
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac
Beautiful homes in nice area.
Save thousands of dollars.
Buy below market
Call Eva of Century 21
to see for yourself or just
want to buy homes with
0 down.
Leave Message
(909) 777-7366
Help Desk Technician I
$1,922-$2,454/mo.
+ health ins. & retirement plans

The Communications Division of the County’s Information Services Department is recruiting for Help Desk Technicians who answer, screen, and direct calls from clients, resolve certain problems; and perform record keeping and billing functions. Requires 6 months experience in a customer service environment with an emphasis on telephone answering skills, and 12 months experience in at least 2 of the following 5 areas: (1) Customer service center operations (such as helpdesk, dispatch center, or telephone operator experience); (2) Operating a database, word processor, or spreadsheet terminal for data input; (3) Bookkeeping, accounting or preparing payroll; (4) Customer interface in a business or government environment, either in person or by telephone; (5) Writing instructions or procedures, or participating in a group preparing instructions or procedures. Good verbal and written skills are essential. College-level coursework in data processing, computer science, word processing, business office skills, or a closely related field is desirable. Substitution: 18 semester units of completed college-level coursework in the above fields may be substituted for up to 12 months of experience in one of the five areas. Applications accepted from 8 a.m. Monday, April 6 to 5 p.m., Friday, April 10, 1998 at:

County of San Bernardino Human Resources
157 West 5th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0440
(909) 387-8004

Free Technology Seminar Sponsored by Local organizations

Arrowhead Credit Union, EEE, and the United Hispanic Chamber of Commerce will sponsor “Technology: the Key for Tomorrow,” a cost-free workshop for the westend community.

The technology workshop will be on April 27, 1998 from 6:00pm to 8:00pm at the SBCSS West End Educational Center in Rancho Cucamonga. The program will promote the use of computer technology in the Hispanic market and heighten the community’s knowledge about computer hardware, software, purchasing and financing sources.

Business owners, senior citizens, parents, educators, employees, and students are encouraged to attend. “We plan to increase awareness about computers and eventually boost competence amongst this group,” said Maurice Calderon, Senior Vice President of Community Development at Arrowhead Credit Union. “Our work force is only as strong as the computer skills levels of our children and employees of local companies.”

Alex Espinoza, president of California Capital in Ontario, will deliver a keynote on the power of electronic commerce and how computers are a profitable investment. Concurrent sessions include:

1. Business Opportunities: how technology benefits the business and its customers
   - Presented by Larry Sharp, president of Arrowhead Credit Union
2. Learning with Technology: what children and parents need to know
   - Presented by Yolanda Cabrera, Bilingual Coordinator for Colton Unified School District
3. Community Resources: opportunities in your neighborhood
   - Presented by Larry Ortega, president of Community Union, Inc.
4. Surfing the Internet: an electronic commerce demonstration
   - Presented by Barbara Alejandre, Vice President, EEE Internet Provider
5. Hands-on Workshop: exploring software program and the Internet
   - Presented by Barbara Alejandre, Vice President, EEE Internet Provider

“Technology: the Key for Tomorrow” will be on April 27, 1998 at 6:00pm at 8265 Aspen Avenue in Rancho Cucamonga. The workshop is free of charge and open to the families, entrepreneurs, and businesses. To reserve a seat, call (909) 890-0211 ext. 800. Vendors are welcome to participate for a nominal fee of $25 for the event.

**DRIVE SLOWLY AND CAREFULLY IN SCHOOL ZONES**

Budweiser

Budweiser vibra con la emoción del híbrido y aplaude el esfuerzo de todos los jugadores que con su entrega hacen de él un auténtico pante de unión entre los pueblos, fomentando el sano espíritu de competencia.